When Cirque Du Soleil approached kvm-tec about needed a KVM solution, we were honored and thrilled to be able to work with such a great company.
CHALLENGE

Cirque Du Soleil was looking to update their current KVM’s with a more powerful KVM and transparent USB, which can meet the demands and execute the functions needed by the production crew. In the command room, the monitor engineer needed a solution for the main bandleader that would grant access and switch between various media production servers and their Ableton monitors. They requested a KVM system to help control the multiple media production servers and the KVM system must be flexible and can adapt to a growing matrix system and redundancy was key.
SOLUTION

We presented the MX Matrixline extender solution to Cirque Du Soleil. The MX Matrixline was a perfect fit for their needs, the many functions and features offered by our Matrixline extenders made it an easy choice. Our USB memory feature added security to their network, Audio support, and can support up to 480 endpoint, and this provided a more efficient workflows. Flexibility in setup is a major factor, because every customer sets their network up the way it benefits them. The Matrixline allowed more systems to be on the same network, and introduced multiple levels of redundancy and conquered previous distance limitations.

RESULT

The installation gives the command room operator and main bandleader, quick real-time access to the most relevant and up-to-date information in order to maintain, monitor and manage their live show production. Operators can now interact quickly and efficiently with multiple computers, using a single keyboard and mouse. This provides a fast and simple to use solution whilst delivering the highest possible level of redundancy and backup in case of failure.